One Day Workshop
Critical Decision Making…Under Pressure
In Law Enforcement and Security direct experience in handling terrorist acts, ongoing deadly actions and other violent
encounters is inherently too limited to form an adequate foundation for theory or for application. At the best it produces an
atmosphere that is of value in drying and hardening the structure of thought. The greater value of indirect experience lies in
its greater variety and extent. History is universal experience, the experience not of another, but of many others under
manifold conditions.

Workshop Purpose
A mindset shift Towards How We Lead and Train is
Necessary! To deal with rapidly changing conditions of conflict and violence
individual responders must, be able to recognize threats, adapt and make timely
decisions based on “what’s happening now!” And strategically and tactically
deliver a Full Spectrum Response…
This workshop will develop individual frontline personnel’s ability to adapt, take
initiative and make decisions under pressure, in the moment. Decision Makers
are necessary for effectiveness and survival on the street, and
handling the conventional and unconventional problems and evolving threats
we face.
Lesson Outline

Please Visit us at www.lesc.net

The course presents the unknown through a series of Decision Making Exercises

The one day workshop will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Spectrum Responses
Tools in developing adaptability Skills + Attributes = Readiness
The strategic and tactical mindset verses the emotional response!
Developing superior situational awareness…threat recognition
Intuitive rapid decision making (how to develop and nurture this skill)
Time and Risk Factor in decision making
Historical snapshots from actual incidents regarding adaptability. Evolution of
the roots of conflict and violence (learn and evolve from history of conflict)
Categories of conflict: The moral, mental and physical dimensions and how
they apply to law enforcement and security strategy, tactics and operations.
Synthesis: common patterns of how we decide and lead – (conventional) and
(unconventional) and its effect on frontline EFFECTIVENESS
Fundamental role of grand strategy its affect on how we protect and serve!

Results
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Spectrum Responders
Strategic and tactical decision makers
Ongoing cognitive/physical skills development
Problem solving skills
How to facilitate a learning organization
Scenario‐based education (learn from history, lessons that last and create and
nurture decision makers)
How to conduct and utilize Tactical Decision Making Exercises, translating
theory (what we know) to practice (how to apply and WHY)
Tools to teach and develop adaptability (short time/high gain training methods)
Develop and continue scenario based training program in your organization.

Nothing is more difficult, and
therefore more precious, than
to be able to decide.
~Napoleon Bonaparte

This is a One Day Workshop Facilitated
by Fred Leland Director of LESC, Inc
•

Convenient & Cost Saving

•

On Site Training

We Bring the Workshop to you!

For More Information:
Law Enforcement & Security
Consulting, Inc
473 High St,
N. Attleboro, MA. 02760
508‐298‐2023
fred@lesc.net

